HOSPITALITY COLLECTION
fast, affordable luxury solutions

Hospitality lives at Edelman with budget-conscious, quick-

Our hospitality leather choices are created for high traffic, high-

turnaround options that don’t sacrifice beauty, durability, or choice.

volume, and high-visibility realities. Like all fine Edelman Leather,

The expanded collection features three new types of leathers

they wear in, not out.

and a renewed focus on the hospitality market’s need for quality,
performance, fast delivery, and value.

Leather is better. Genuine leather is the original upholstery. It
withstands tough use better than just about any other material. It’s

You will still find Edelman Leather’s artistry, history, reliability,

naturally beautiful, comfortable, cleanable, and durable. And it’s the

and devotion to quality, which are at the core of the trust we’ve

ideal choice for your end-user.

built within the design community. Based on decades-long
relationships with our tanneries, and an unwavering commitment

DELIVERY

to exceptionally-crafted leather, we deliver consistent, reliable

fast and reliable for today’s pace

products for our clients.

Delivery is fast and reliable. We team with clients to meet their
timelines. Edelman’s domestic capabilities and overseas relationships

QUALITY

allow quick turn-around deliveries for deadline-driven realities. Large

uncompromising. it’s Edelman

quantity custom orders are delivered in as little as four weeks. With

Uncompromising quality translates to value. The leather is carefully-

our local finishing plant, we custom color smaller quantities in under

sourced in Europe and artisan-crafted. Therefore, Edelman is able

four weeks. Since we have our own Edelman inspection teams at our

to deliver consistent product that provides higher yields per hide.

tanneries, we can direct drop ship outside of the US.

Simply put, you get more leather for your money. With quality and
value come access to our unsurpassed custom capabilities.

solutions that work

PERFORMANCE

We know price matters in bringing your projects to life. We don’t

paired with beauty for high-traffic environments
These durable, heavy-duty leathers come standard with protective
finishes and our exclusive EDGE Stain Release for extra peace of
mind. The leathers comply with all applicable flammability tests,
surpass any Wyzenbeek double rub standard, and are GREENGUARD
Certified, meeting strict chemical emissions limits. In addition, our
tanneries are ISO Certified.

80 Pickett District Rd, New Milford, CT 06776

VALUE

offer a one-size-fits-all experience because we act as your partners,
your co-creators. We ask the key questions, and we answer with
solutions that meet the needs of your designs, your end-users, and
your budget. Our Hospitality Collection offers leather that inspires
you at prices that will surprise you.
Hospitality lives at Edelman.

860.350.9600 edelmanleather.com

